Proactive Repression
Why?

- We are not interested in the police, but in the gaps between the police
What the Western allies face is a long, sustained and proactive defence of their societies and way of life. To that end, they must keep risks at a distance, while at the same time protecting their homelands.

Towards a Grand Strategy for an Uncertain World
NATO

„Comprehensive approach“ of „non-military and military capabilities“

Foreign policy, diplomacy, development, home affairs, police, secret service, civil protection, research, academies

„Towards a Grand Strategy for an Uncertain World“
EU Home Affairs

„Increasing interdependence between internal and external security. This will make external relations a priority for the future design of European Home Affairs“. 

„The Future Group“
EU Home Affairs

- „Proactive protection“ by „Risk Analysis“
Prüm Treaty

• „Crossborder crime fighting“
Europol

- "All serious crimes"
- Common operations
- "Check the Web"
- Data exchange
- More responsibilities
"Liaison Officers"

- Representing at international organizations
- Sent towards headquarters at "major events"
CEPOL

- „College Europeen de Police“
- Academy to encourage crossborder cooperation
Frontex

- Support for operational activities (for example: Joint Risk Assessment with Germany Regarding FIFA World Cup 2006)
Security research

- Civil and military
- Public and "private" (security industry)
- Technology and social science
EU-SEC

- "Coordinating National Research Programms on Security during Major Events in Europe"
- elaborates "Work Packages"
IPO

- Permanent Observatory on Security during Major Events
- Turin, Italy
- "Closed Door-Meetings"
- "Handbook for G8-countries"
IPO

- Worldbank/ IMF Singapur
- APEC Vietnam
- Olympics Beijing
Military

- Collecting information
- Intelligence
- Training „Homeland Security“
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Gathering information

- Investigations under terrorism suspect
- Working together with intelligence
Avoiding cities
Fences
Propaganda

- Keeping sovereignty of definition and decision
- Split up protest
Travel bans

- Prague 2000: 600
- Gothenburg 2001: 61
- Genoa 2001: 2,000
- Heiligendamm 2007: 620
Mass arrests

• „Try a larger number of criminal cases“ (EU-SEC)
"Crowd Management"

- "Sometimes obstacles can improve the flow"
- "Damage limitation"
"Crowd Management"
"Technologies for a modern police mission"
"The greatest challenge in times of information overkill is not gathering but evaluate information, the supply, exchange, transfer of expertises in real time"

Markus Hellenthal, Senior Vice President EADS
More surveillance of Internet

- Automatic scanning of websites
Satellites

- "Dual-Use"
- Strategic Intelligence
- Outside sovereign territory
- Independent from weather and daylight
Command control

Data capture sources and evaluation systems
- Land
- Sea
- Air
- Space
- Intelligence Sources
- Databases

Security service organisation
- Operational Control
  - Early Warning
  - Decision Support
  - Integrated command & control

Inform & Decide
- Integrated command & control

Act
- Integrated Response
  - Field Operations Management
Data mining
Datamining

- Software scans automatically in databases

Biometrics
  - Physiological
    - face
    - fingerprint
    - hand
    - iris
    - DNA
  - Behavioral
    - keystroke
    - signature
    - voice
"Semantic Technologies"

- "Intelligent similarity search"
- Finds clusters
"Predictive Analytics"

- Behaviouristic analysis
- Searching future crimes
"Predictive Analytics"

- "The Evolution of Crime Fighting. From reactive... to proactive... to predictive..."
"Human Factors"

- Human Behaviour Representation,
- Mass Behaviour Representation,
- Organisation Behaviour Representation
"Unmanned Air Vehicles"
Challenges for resistance

- Against militarisation of social conflicts
- Collective response towards „Comprehensive Approach“
- Acting on a european/international level
- Campaigning 2009: NATO, G8, EU
Proactive Repression